
World History 
Teachers: Lamb, Thigpen, Seipel, and Williamson 

Week 7: May 18 – May 22 

Due Date: Friday, May 22nd at 3pm  

Assignments will be submitted by the following: 

Lamb- Turn-it-in, Thigpen- Turn-it-in, Seipel- Turn-it-in, Williamson- Turn-it-in 

Assignments: 

1. Get registered for your history turn-it-in: (Seipel, Thigpen, Williamson, and Lamb)
a. turnitin.com

i. Class ID’s and Enrollment Key’s

Seipel Class ID Enrollment Key 
Period 4 24434868 LHSLions 
Period 5 24446653 LHSLions 
Period 6 24446663 LHSLions 
Period 7 24446670 LHSLions 

Williamson Class ID Enrollment Key 
Period 1 24444230 World1 
Period 3 24444247 World3 
Period 4 24444267 World4 
Period 5 24444317 World5 
Period 7 24444329 World7 
Period 8 24444336 World8 

Thigpen Class ID Enrollment Key 
Period 1 24449376 world1 
Period 2 24449384 world2 

Lamb Class ID Enrollment Key 
World History P2 24530379 WorldH2 
World History P3 24530386 WorldH3 
World History P8 24530398 WorldH8 

Please answer each of the following questions in 1 -2 well thought out paragraphs. 
Refer to the readings to support your answers.  

Chp 18 The Colonies Become New Nations  

1) Section 1 Pgs 563- 569 The Indian Subcontinent Achieves Freedom



In your answer, reflect upon the significance of Gandhi’s quote:  “I see nothing but rivers of 
blood.”  What did Gandhi mean?   

After a careful reading of pages 563-569, write a paragraph on the role of religion in these 
struggles.    Not only did Indian Nationalists have to fight the British, but they fought each other 
as well.   In your well thought out paragraph, include the following:  Did the Congress Party 
represent equally all of India? Why or why not?  How and why was India partitioned?  What are 
the unresolved issues that religion still plays in the region in more recent times?  What is the 
legacy of the creation of Pakistan? Be sure to include examples of how different religious 
groups were accepted or discriminated.  Include Nehru’s leadership and religious extremists 
under Indira Gandhi (no relationship to Mohandas Gandhi).  What are the main problems today 
in Bangladesh and Sri Lanka? 

Also to be included in your paragraph are the following terms/concepts/people: 

Hindu, Partition, Jawaharial Nehru, Congress Party, Sikhs, Indira Gandhi, Muslim, 
Kashmir, Muslim League, Pakistan 

                                              

 

 













Indian forces stepped in and sided with Bangladesh. About two weeks after the 

arrival of Indian troops, Pakistan forces surrendered. More than 1 million people 

died in the war. Pakistan lost about one-seventh of its area and about one-half of 

its population to Bangladesh. B 

A Pattern of Instability Pakistan, however, could ill afford to dwell on its lost ter

ritory, for there were many problems at home. Muhammad Ali Jinnah, the first gov

ernor-general of Pakistan, died shortly after independence. This left the nation 
without strong leadership. As a result, Pakistan went through a series of military 

coups, the first in 1958. Ali Bhutto took control of the country following the civil 

war. A military coup in 1977 led by General Zia removed Bhutto, who was later 

executed for crimes allegedly committed while in office. 

After Zia's death, Bhutto's daughter, Benazir Bhutto, was twice elected prime 

minister. After months of disorder, she was removed from office in 1996. Nawaz 

Sharif became prime minister after the 1997 elections. In 1999, army leaders 

ousted Sharif in yet another coup and imposed military rule over Pakistan. The 

nation continues to struggle with challenges from Muslim militants and ongoing 

disputes with India, especially over the territory of Kashmir. 

Bangladesh and Sri Lanka Struggle 
Meanwhile, the newly created nations of Bangladesh and Sri Lanka struggled with 

enormous problems of their own in the decades following independence. 

Bangladesh Faces Many Problems The war with Pakistan had ruined the econ

omy of Bangladesh and fractured its communications system. Rebuilding the shat

tered country seemed like an overwhelming task. Sheik Mujibur Rahman became the 

nation's first prime minister. He appeared more interested in strengthening his own 

power than in rebuilding his nation. He soon took over all authority and declared 
Ihngladecli"' one-pa.rty state_ Tn Augrn:t 1975, military leaders assassinated him_ 

Over the years Bangladesh has attempted with great difficulty to create a more 

democratic form of government. Charges of election fraud and government cor

ruption are common. In recent years, however, the government has become more 

stable. The latest elections were held in October of 2001, and Begum Khaleda Zia 

took over as the nation's prime minister. 

In the years following its independence, Bangladesh also has had to cope with 

crippling natural disasters. Bangladesh is a low-lying nation that is subject to many 

cyclones and tidal waves. Massive storms regularly flood the land, ruin crops and 
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Comparing 
,JV How does the 
history of Pakistan 
in 1971 parallel the 
history of India 
in 1947? 

T Overcrowded 
and poor villages 
are a common 
sight throughout 
Bangladesh. 






